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Weapons ban Pyle's State's Best Hazel
mayor
discussion set
s
seek
for committee
public
input
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Weighing residents' safety and their rights, a group of councilmen will continue their discussion about Murray Police Chief Ken
Claud's proposal to ban weapons within the city limits with exceptions for law enforcement and other official uses.
After having an introductory discussion Jan. 25 about whether to
ban residents from discharging firearms in the city, the Murray City
Council public safety committee will consider the issue again when
it meets at 4:30 p.m. Thursday before the full council meeting at
6:30 p.m. at city hall.
"This is one of those that might have some good debate on both
sides," conunittee chairman Danny Hudspeth told the council."We
haven't had one of those in awhile."
Claud proposed an ordinance that would ban weapons,including
firearms as well as BB guns, bows and arrows, and paintball guns.
He mentioned exceptions such as people protecting themselves,law
enforcement officers, those who shoot at the firing range beneath
MSU's Stewart Stadium and participants in special events involving 21-gun salutes.
"It's pretty specific with several different weapons," Claud said.
"You could go with something just for firearms."
The meeting in January gave council members on the public
safety committee a chance to voice their early thoughts before
reconvening this week with more information from city staff members. There seemed to be a desire to reach some balance between
banning weapons and allowing people to safely use them.
"The No. I concern in this city is safety. We don't want to do
anything to harm anyone," councilman Robert Billington Jr. said
during the committee meeting."But as we grow, we are out in more
rural areas."
The specific issue that brought the matter to the council's attention involved a South Eighth Street resident shooting squirrels with
a shotgun and a neighbor worrying about the safety of nearby children.
"It's always hard to come up with one thing that takes care of
everything," councilman Pat Scott said."We don't take away people's cars because one person messes up and gets a DUI."
Later in the meeting, Scott elaborated on trying to achieve a balance that ultimately holds people accountable.
"I am the last one who wants to see a child hurt. But I'm also a
hunter," Scott said. "... I can't go along with a ban on discharging
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Stricter rules to
be imposed on
LBL farming
By BRETT BARROUGUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - The U.S. Forest Service would have
to impose stricter rules on fanning in a western Kentucky wildlife
area under a court settlement.
The settlement, if approved by U.S. District Judge Thomas
Russell, would prevent farmers in the Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area from using pesticides on crops that abut
streams or creeks.
"The closer you spray to the streams, the more likely you are to
get drifts into the water," said Any Stahl, director of Forest Service
Employees for Environmental Ethics, a Eugene, Ore.-based group
that sued the U.S. Forest Service.
Messages left with the U.S. Forest Service on Monday were not
immediately returned.
The environmental group sued the U.S. Forest Service last year
in an attempt to stop commercial fanning in Land Between the
Lakes. The group claimed that the federal agency failed to follow
its own rules before issuing six special permits that would allow
•See Page 2A
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CCHS Principal Named Tops In Ky.

Rebuilding begins in central Fla.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — Hazel
Mayor Kerry Vasseur continued
his community vision and
progress initiative Monday
night by seeking input from city
commissioners on what they see
in Hazel's future while also
planning town-hall meetings
with residents and business
owners.
Vasseur,
who laid out
his own vision
to the commission during a
in
meeting
January, told
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times commissioners
4
Calloway County High School Principal Yvette Pyle is pictured above with Calloway County that foresight,
School Superintendent Steve Hoskins. She has been named the MetLife/NASSP State High hard work and XiktbAtt
a united effort
School Principal of the Year for 2007.
Vasseur:
could take the
city forward and benefit every;
one.
"I want to hear about what
leader
exemplary
an
is
Pyle
"Mrs.
Ledger
Special to the
Yvette Pyle
you would like to see happen in
for
best
is
what
Calloway County High School and always implements
Bio
Hazel during the next two yeari
Principal Yvette Watson Pyle has been every student in Calloway County High for four years...whatever the
•Graduate
named the MetLife/NASSP State High School. I cannot think of anyone more case may be," he said. "I think
of Calloway
School Principal of the Year for 2007, a deseeving of this honor than she," if we can pull together we can
County H.S.
distinction announced by the Kentucky Hoskins remarked. "This is a well- make Hazel a better place to live
S B.S. in
Association of Secondary School deserved honor. Few superintendents for everybody."
Some of the suggestions
chemistry,
have the privilege to say they have the
Principals(KASSP).
biology; MA
Pyle will serve as the state's nominee number one principal in the state in offered by commissioners Lori
Charlton, Karl Flood, Nancy
in secondary
for the National High School Principal their district."
Mieure and Pat Latimer includHe noted that Calloway County High
education
of the Year Program, sponsored by
repair of the city's emered
extraacademically.
excelling
is
School
of
•Career at
MetLife and the National Association
weather warning system
gency
Secondary School Principals(NASSP). curriculatory. and culturally. "In my
CCHS
that must still be operated mantone
the
sets
principal
the
observation,
A premise of the MetLife/NASSP partincluded:
ually, more resident participanership program is that "Good princi- and the expectations of the school. tion in commission meetings,
- teacher
performis
principal
the
pals help students set goals... Great Whatever level
- science
more participation from busiprincipals inspire students to achieve ing at is where the whole school will nesses in dealing with the city's
department
perform. This is not an easy job. It is problems and more activities
them."
chair
in duties and responsibilities — for youth while planning "town
loaded
Pyle was selected by a panel of mid- assistant
with approximately 950 students, budg- hall-pot luck dinner" meetings
principals
school
high
and
school
dle
principal
from across the state as one of those ets, curriculum, site-based councils,dis- for older Hazel residents to congreat principals. She was nominated for ciplines and more. She is an exception- tribute on issues.
Other suggestions include a
the honor by Steve Hoskins, superin
market to take place
2A
Page
farmer's
See
Schools.
County
tendent of Calloway
periodically in the downtown
area to draw residents and visitors, a review and update of all
the city's ordinances, property
upkeep issues for both the city
and residents, and work toward
By The Associated Press
better relations between city
DeLAND, Ha.(AP) - Some
government, businesses and restornado victims applying for
idents.
disaster aid Monday said they
Mieure also pointed out that
felt lost in the bureaucratic maze
enforcement of current ordiof the Federal Emergency
nances — particularly the city's
Management Agency, which has
business licensing ordinance —
pledged that it is much nimbler
should warrant attention.
after learning from its flat-footVasseur said all the suggesed response to Hurricane
tions should be prioritized and
Katrina.
considered achievable on their
FEMA chief David Paulison
merit while offering a few addiand Gov. Charlie Crist have said
tional goals of his own.
the agency was quick to respond
"I think we should reduce
to the three central Florida torour tax rate," he said, pointing
nadoes that killed 20 and lift
out that the action could only be
hundreds homeless. But scatpossible if adequate funding
tered complaints drifted in
remained to maintain city servamong the 676 people who had
ices and financial well-being.
registered so far for help
AP
He said one way of doing that is
Monday.
extend the city's boundaries
from
to
saved
be
could
that
anything
for
Tammi Minger searches
Allan Smith spent an hour in
Mike and Melinda Sluss's home in rural Lake north through annexation.
of
remains
the
a makeshift tent talking with
"We need to take a look at
Monday. The couple died in the killer tornado
state and federal agencies about County, Fla.,
that and see what can be done,"
how to rebuild his home. The that hit the area Friday.
he added.
77-year-old from the Lake to survey the rubble within two wouldn't have a place to go,"
Hazel has one of the highest
people
take
"You
said.
Smith
Mack area emerged with few weeks. Until then, there is little
tax rates in the state — a 50 cent
answers, except that a FEMA he can do but wait.
"If I didn't have in-laws I •See Page 3A
building inspector would be out
•See Page 2A
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Children •CCHS principal ...
killed in
house
blaze

hliceSherifflogs
Murray Police Department
• A vehicle window was reported broken out at 213 S. 13th St. at
6:10 a.m. Wednesday.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 8:48 a.m.
Wednesday.
•Jeanne Hill, 39. of Gilbertsville. was arrested for alcohol intoxicahon, second-degree disorderly conduct and criminal mischief
after a tenant problem was reported at 10:36 p.m. Thursday at
1408-C Stadium View Drive.
• Faisal Alotaibi. 32, of Murray. was arrested for alcohol intoxication after an assault was reported at 1717-A Brooklyn Drive at
11:06 a.m. Thursday He was charged Friday with fourth-degree
assault.
• Threats were made at 103 S 13th St at 2.18 p.m. Fnday.
•Someone came into the station at 2 31 p.m. Friday to report an
identity theft incident
• Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at Murray High
School at 9 27 p.m Friday
• Amber Villanueva, 19. of Murray, was arrested for seconddegree disorderly conduct after an intoxicated female was on
Parker Ford's parking lot at 12:36 a.m. Saturday.
• Carlos Aguero, 23. of Murray, was arrested for second-degree
criminal mischief and alcohol intoxication after an out-of-control
subject was reported at 1713-F Brooklyn Drive at 4:19 a.m.
Saturday
• A purse v.as found at Dollar General at 7:08 a.m. Saturday.
• A gas drive-oft was reported at Speedway at 9.32 a.m.
Saturday
• A theft was reported at Peddler's Mall at 10:50 a.m. Saturday.
• A possible theft was reported at Shoe Sensation at 12:25 p.m.
Saturday
• William Fields 30. of New Madrid, Mo.. was arrested Saturday
for receiving stolen property
• A caller reported at ha-and-run crash at 1401 Tiffany Lane Apt
B at 5 09 p m Saturday The crash occurred Sunday.
• Criminal mischief to a vehicle at The Keg parking lot was reported at 1 56 p m Sunday All the vehicle's tires were slashed
• A gas drive-oft was reported at Murphy USA at 10 11 p.m
Sunday
• A Cracker Barrel employee reported a theft at 4. 16 p m
Monday.
• Whitney Morris. 18. at Dexter, was arrested for theft by unlawful taking after a shoplifting incident was reported to the Calloway
County Sheriffs Department at Walgreens at 5 p m. Monday
The complaint was referred to MPD, which made the arrest at
5 02 p m
• A gas drive-oft was reported at Murphy USA at 5 33 p.m
Monday
Murray State University Police Department
• Brittany Gott, of Louisville, Emily Moylan. of Lexington, and
Breanna Gaubatz. of Liverpool, N V. were each cited at 12:42
a m Saturday at Franklin College for possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A subject ran over a mailbox on Pondview Lane at 8:25 p.m
Monday A case was opened
-- Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies

increased from 67.5 to 81.4, the stated,"She is the captain of our
ACT composite increased from Laker ship, our head cheermeet
to
20.9 to 21.7(24th of 251 report- leader, our most devoted educaal individual who is able
all of these aspects," Hoskins ing schools in the state of tor and our sincere friend."
The keys to Pyle's selection
Kentucky), and the attendance
said.
"1 couldn't be more humbled rate increased_from 9336 per- u the Meti..ife/NMSP State
than to receive this award," she cent to 94.85 percent, while the High School Principal of the
said Monday afternoon at a dropout rate decreased from Year 2007, according to Pyle,
reception in her honor. "But this 2.57 percent to 1.32 percent, as are her top quality faculty, staff,
belongs to everyone — to the the successful transition to adult students, district-wide adminisfaculty, the staff, the administra- life percentage rate increased trators (both present and fortion and the student body. from 92.45 percent to 97.98 per- mer), school board members,
BARDSTOWN, Ky.(AP) —
SBDM council and her adminisEveryone is so supportive. cent.
Fire swept through a one-story
trative team, which includes
Flippen
The
that
attended
arms
Having
comforting
are
There
bnck house early today, killing
Kenny Collins, the current State
Hearts"
Kids'
us
help
"Capturing
Group
and
here
us
10 people, including six chil- surround
professional development dur- School Resource Officer of the
meet our needs and our goals.dren, authorities said.
Nine of the victims were
Pyle said she believed her ing the summer of 2003, Pyle Year. Pyle also credits outstandfound dead inside the home, and priorities should be God first, realized the importance of greet- ing leadership from former
another was pronounced dead at then her family and then her ing students each day with a CCHS principals for her suca hospital. Nelson County
smile and a handshake, which cess.
career.
Coroner held Houghlin said.
"I am blessed to have
so
it
love
I
subsequently shared with
she
career.
my
love
"I
were
victims
The last two
into an outstanding edustepped
with
on
combined
and
do
to
faculty
want
her
children found under the bodies much. It's what I
of adults in the house, said Joe a Monday morning, and that new safety and security meas- cational environment where
County says a lot,- she added. .
Nelson
Prewitt,
ures for the CCHS campus to more than 20 years ago (1985),
Emergency Medical Services
She continued by saying she provide students with a positive Advanced Placement courses
director. Several victims were
was very appreciate to live in and secure experience to begin were first offered and now have ,
found in a rear room of the
the Murray and Calloway the school day. Out-of-school grown into a program with 16 .
house_
suspensions decreased from 88 offerings, including all four core
community.
County
the
among
relationships
The
As principal of Calloway in 2002-2003 to only 52 in areas, studio art, computer sci- •
sictinis were not immediately
ence, and three world Ianreleased.
County High School, Pyle is 2005-2006.
Two survivors were hospital- credited with organizing a colPyle cherishes the daily prac- guages," she said. "My focus
izes'. but their conditions
laborative leadership team that tice of walking the halls and has been on the programs in
weren't immediately available,
a process that would greeting the students by name in place, combined with cutting
developed
Prewat said. There were 12 peoefforts in areas with identiple at the home when the fire ensure the diligent inclusion of addition to attending an average edge
core content in daily classroom of 125 evening school events fied gaps."
broke out, he said.
Pyle received her bachelor of
It wasn't immediately clear instruction, as well as taking the per year.
what started the fire.
"I can easily find something science in chemistry and biolonext step toward ngor and rele"It may have been an explo- vance with an emphasis upon for which to congratulate and gy, her master of arts in secondsion in the center of the house.
common course finals to pro- encourage my students,- said ary education, and licensures in
The fire flashed very quickly,"
principalship and supervisor of
said Bardstown Fire Department vide consistency, quality and Pyle.
Most Outstanding Senior and instruction from Murray State
academic challenge for each
spokesman Tom Isaac.
Scholarship University. She has been a
Cola
Authorities were called to the student. Further, with the stu- Coca
blaze shortly before 4 a.m. EST dent as the primary focus, she Semifinalist Ashley Winkler teacher, a science department
at the home in Bardstown, about established
small added,"Mrs. Pyle has remained chair, an assistant principal and
40 miles southeast of Louisville.
advisor/advisee groups to pro- accessible to her students, and a principal at CCHS from 1976
Houghlin said autopsies were
vide individualized support for her encouragement to each of to the present.
planned on the sictims.
was
she
Furthermore,
the school's activities is not
student.
every
Temperatures in Bardstown
University's
State
Murray
Additionally, Pyle's academ- unnoticed."
dropped to II degrees Monday
night, and they hovered in the ic programs extend beyond the
Pyle provides the guiding Outstanding Senior Chemistry
teens early Tuesday, according high school campus to collabo- hand that sets in motion winning Major and was named as the
to the National Weather Service. rate with the directors of the chemistry' teams, state champi- American Chemical Society's
The ground around the home
Area Technology Center, the onship softball teams, CATS Outstanding Chemistry Teacher
was icy Tuesday morning from
Kentucky and as the
water used by the fire trucks to Laker PRIDE. Program and awards for excellence, and facil- of West
programs. Kiwanis Outstanding Teacher of
renovation
the Career Networking/Options ity
battle the blaze.
Despite the frigid weather, Program to afford auxiliary Whether she is assisting the Calloway County High School. .•
neighbors gathered outside the opportunities for her students.
Her last six years at CCHS
Plant and Land Science class in
shamed shell of the home in a
Student progress has also its landscaping of the high have been as Laker principal. Of
middle-class neighborhood.
moved from mere paper and school, leading a Veterans' Day special note, Pyle is the first
Meanwhile in southeast
objective tests to assess- assembly, choosing 'prints to female principal in Calloway
pencil
I ennessee, a pre-dawn house
or County Laker history.
tire killed four children. The ment that is performance based create a school museum,
She will be honored at the
mother and father escaped from — utilizing open-response cheering teams to victory, she is
the burning home, carrying their questioning and technological the epitome of the Laker Pride KASSP Summer Conference in
2-yearold to safety. Sheriff skills.
student that she daily proclaims. June in Lexington. All 51
Moreover,
James Berrong said.
progress is assessed. using However, Pyle demands no MetLife/NASSP State High
Measures of Academic Progress more of others than she School Principals of the Year
electronically demands of herself — she 2007 will then be honored at the
an
(MAP).
scored series scores portfolios with her teach- Principals' Institute and Awards
and
administered
of achievement tests designed to ers, attends school events of Banquet in Washington. D.C. in
1.1AINGION. Ky tAP)
measure growth in student every scope and size, effects October/November. Three finala Lexington teenager claimed learning.
change as she sits on commit- ists will be hosted at the 2008
she was raped in a tiormatory at
"With the recent addition of tees and represents Laker inter- NASSP National Convention in
the t Msersity of Kentucky and
A+ Assessment and Curnculum ests as she attends Rotary lunch- San Antonio, Texas, with the
a student was arrested, accordwe fully, expect eons, reads to middle school 2008 National High School
Courseware.
ing to authorities
assess- students during holiday assem- Principal of the Year winner to
The alleged victim. 17, told student learning through
- blies, and monitors her grand- receive a $5.000 grant for eduenhanced.
further
he
to
ment
tala police the offense occurred
daughter. niece and nephew as cational programs.
early Saturday in the room of a Pa le said.
Margaret
Secretary
on
focus
they continue a three-generation
initiated
Programs
student at Blanding Tower.
Mtahael Strong. 21. a UK enrichment, remediation and tradition of Laker pride and Spellings, U. S. Department of
Education, noted, "Efforts like
excellence.
student. was arrested Sunday credit recovery..
night and charged with first
Fellow principal Tawnya the MetLife and NASSP partAs a result of the efforts of
degree rape lie was being held Pyle's leadership and of the Hunter of Calloway County nership to highlight outstanding
in the Fayette County Detention efforts of an exceptioaal admin- Middle School said "Her leader- principals bnngs well-deserved
Center Police said the girl was istrative team, faculty, staffand ship of teachers, support staff recognition to those leaders who
sisiting campus at the time, and student
are making a difference in the
Total and students is unmatched.body, the
said she knew Strong before the
- CCHS teacher Linda DeVoss lives of our children.Academic Index for CCHS
alleged incident
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II Weapons ban ...
From Front
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UK student charged
with rape at dorm

•Stricter rules ...
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• The Galloway County
Nadi! said
Board of Education is sched1 and Between the Lakes.
uled to meet Thursday at 6
PUINK)asres iii
V011ih
p m at North Elementary
and
Kentuck.s
western
School
CtMeSSee. is the 'second largest
MI A meeting of the Murray
L iintiguous Nock of public torof
Board
Independent
land east of the Mississippi
est
Education is scheduled for 7
to MOW than
II is I
to
Ri
p m. on Thursday in the cen1. 11 Mi plant species and a sariety
tral office board room of the
wildlife. including a herd of
Administration
Carter
bison and elk as well as the bald
Building on S 13th Street
eagle and the endangered
On the agenda for the meetIndiana hat
ing is consideration of nonDie Oregon group claimed
resident contracts with surthat the Forest Sera Ise didn't
rounding counties changing
tollow the proper procedures
the 2006-2007 calendar and
hetore it allowed farming in the
an executive session to conresreation area The Forest
sider action on litigation
SCIN Ill', in soon filings, has
• To report a Town Crier
denied arts wrongdoing
item. call 753-1916

From Front

•Hazel mayor ...

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klepper

Heuerly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Mapper RA' Hearing Aid Specialist

11N)Physician's Hearing Center
Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray. KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926

the Hazel any way' he can imme- which, he said, pose a threat to
diately while he continues to the public.
"They follow me everywhere
per $I(X)of assessed value on all seek two more recruits to augI'm talking about fnendly
and
staffing.
ment
vehicle
motor
and
personal
real,
"I think I can schedule an dogs too,- he said.
property.
The information as also to be
Vasseur said he would be officer in Hazel without going
in a city-wide news letincluded
he
overtime,
much
too
into
meeting with business leaders
soon concerning issues impor- said. "Maybe an hour at the end ter planned for publication in the
tant to them and would also like of a shift and an hour of over- near future by Commissioner.
to see periodic town-hall meet- time after a shift dunng different I-1mA.
In other action, the commisings with residents to gather shifts so it doesn't get too
sion:
support for any programs aimed expensive
— took action to initiate disAlso, the conimission is
at moving the city forward.
and emergency planning
aster
resito
letters
send
to
planning
comIn other business, the
with dent pet owners notifying them that would prepare the city to
conferred
mission
Calloway County Shenff Bill that the city has a leash law- deal with a tornado and other
Marcum concerning the approx- while planning periodic "Pick severe natural or man-made
imate S.5.(XX) the city has bud- Up Days" when the county ani- emergency. The planning would
communications
geted through the end of June to mal control officer would come include
pay for extra hours of law to Hazel to take possession of upgrades. particularly the repair
of the city's early warning sysenforcement protection should dogs not on a leash.
City resident Jerry Jones told tem that must still be operated
he be able to schedule an officer
in Hazel an additional 20 hours the commission that he does a manually forcing a member of
lot of walking around Hazel and the city's volunteer fire departper week.
Marcum said he intends to has encountered far too many ment to leave home during a
schedule officers in and out of dogs not confined: some of storm to activated the equipment.
Vasseur said he had been
Z""t"
t
contacted by Calloway County
HOME HEALTH
Management
Emergency
Saint Joseph HealthCare
OPPORTUNITIES
Director Jeff Steen and told that
lifslirer lb Now q'('—
Iwo 47( V.
the siren would be tested in
Full time RN,LPN and PT positions now available,
about four to five weeks.
as well as a casual(around 3 hrs, a week)RN opening.
Charlton pointed out that the
tornado season begins soon and
Spend quality time with your patients with the
something needs to be done
Saint Joseph HealthCare Home Health Department.
quickly.
Work independently, while enjoying the support
-1 am now serving in my
of a great team. EOE
third term and this has been
going on the whole time," she
Call 859-313-1710 or e-mail allardm@sjhlex.org.

From Front

said. "How much work does it
take to put codes into a computer? It should have been done a
long time ago. I'll do it myself if
they will give me the numbers.".
Marcum told the commission
that he would work with the city
in putting a plan together.
the
-- acknowledged
appointment of Commioner
Iorts to
Latimer to oversee
Area
Purchase
obtain
Development District grants for
the improvement of the Hazel
Community Center and possible
land acquisition.
— heard a report from •
Vasseur that he is planning on
meeting with city business leaders soon to form a workable
association that would benefit
all of Hazel and "eliminate
issues."
— denied a request by owners of The Cabin gift store to
construct a walkway at the front
of the business to U.S. 641.
Commissioners noted that the
owners are leasing the property
and they would prefer that a
solution less permanent be considered to allow customers to
enter the business without walking through mud.The placement
of stepping stones was suggested.
— entered closed session to
discuss pending or possible litigation.
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Obituaries
William (Bill) Andrew Cothran
William Bill) Andrew Cothran, 70, Mayfield Highway, Benton,
died Sunday, Feb. 4, 2007, at 10:35 am. at Vanderbilt University
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
A retired school teacher for the Marshall County Board of
Education with 31 years of service, he was a member of Benton First
United Methodist Church. A Kentucky Colonel, he was a director of
Chester White Swine Association.Preceding him in death were his
parents, Guy Earl Cothran and Magdalene Murray Cothran, and two
brothers, Earl Glenn Cothran and Andrew Jackson Cothran.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jo Alice Love Cothran; two
sons, Michael Love Cothran, Dallas, Texas, and William Mitchell
Cothran, Jackson, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Mary Lee Clark, Mayfield;
six brothers, Roy Cothran, Murray, Sherman Cothran, Louisville,
and Don Cothran, James D. Cothran, Ray Cothran and Robert
Cothran, all of Benton.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. David Atkinson will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Birmingham Cemetery, Benton.Visitation will be
at the funeral home after 4:30 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Benton First United
Methodist Church, 841 U.S. 641 South, Benton, Ky., 42025, or
American Cancer Society Hope Lodge, do Cristina Manieri, 2008
Charlotte Ave., Nashville, Tenn., 37203.
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Astronaut attempts to abduct
romantic rival in love triangle

entry.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
Dressed in a wig and a trench
(AP) - Last summer, astronaut
Nowak waited for
coat,
Lisa Nowak was soaring 220
Shipman's plane to land and
miles above Earth, floating in
then boarded the same airport
the rarefied air of the internashuttle bus Shipman took to get
tional space station.
to her car, police said. Shipman
The 43-year-old robotics spetold police she noticed someone
a
cialist was in quite different
following her, hurried inside the
place Monday night: A dingy
car and locked the doors,
jail among suspected drug dealaccording to the arrest affidavit.
ers and prostitutes, where she
Nowak rapped on the winawaited a scheduled court
tried to open the car door
dow,
appearance today.
and asked for a ride. Shipman
Nowak, a
refused but rolled down the car
married
window a few inches when
mother of
Nowak started crying. Nowak
three who
then sprayed a chemical into
police
Shipman's car, the affidavit said.
believe was
Shipman drove to the parking
in a love triMrs. Modena Outland
lot booth, and the police were
a
with
angle
The funeral for Mrs. Modena Outland will be Wednesday at 3 fellow astrocalled.
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. John naut, was
An officer reported following
Denham and John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hicks charged with
Nowak and watching her throw
Nowak
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. trying
away a bag containing the wig
to
today (Tuesday).
and BB gun. Police also found a
a woman she saw as her
abduct
Mrs. Outland, 89, Utterback Road, Murray, died Monday,Peb. 5, romantic rival, authorities said.
steel mallet, a 4-inch folding
2007, at 4:15 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. Retired from Fisher
knife, rubber tubing, $600 and
Nowak faces charges includPrice, she was a member of Scotts Grove Baptist Church and of the ing attempted kidnapping,
garbage bags inside a bag
Willing Workers and Kings Daughters Sunday School Class at the attempted vehicle burglary with
Nowak was carrying when she
was arrested, authorities said.
church.
of evidence
destruction
battery,
It was not immediately
Her husband, R.C. Outland, and one son. Jerry Outland, both pre- and battery.
whether Nowak had an
known
ceded her in death. Born Feb. 12, 1917, in Calloway County, she
Police said she drove 900
attorney. Oefelein and Shipman.
was the daughter of the late Odgen Bogard and Eva Wrather Bogard. miles, donned a disguise and
who the Houston Chronicle said
Survivors include one daughter, Nancy Outland, and two sisters, was armed with a BB gun and
worked at Patrick Air Force
Verdena Outland and Robbie Crouse, all of Murray; four grandchil- pepper spray when she confrontBase near the Kennedy Space
dren, Timmy Morton and wife, Christine, and Beverly Evans, all of ed a woman she believed was a
Center. did not return phone
Murray, Tammy Lowe and husband, Kyle, Buchanan, Tenn., and competitor for the affections of
messages Monday night.
Charlie Outland and wife, Kristen, Paris, Tenn.; six great-grandchil- Navy Cmdr. William Oefelein.
U.S.
and
astronaut
shows
This photo, provided by NASA,
Inside Nowak's vehicle.
dren; two stepgreat-grandchildren.
Nowak and Oefelein, 41, Navy Capt. Lisa M. Nowak, March 7, 2005 in Houston. Nowak
parked at a nearby
were both first-time fliers during was arrested Monday for attempting to kidnap a woman she which was
uncovered a
authorities
motel,
Lynn Gray Robinson
last
separate shuttle missions
another astronaut she pepper spray package. an
with
involved
romantically
was
believed
p.m.
2
at
Wednesday
be
will
Robinson
Gray
Lynn
for
The funeral
year. They trained together but
was in love with, police said. Nowak, 43, who flew last July on unused BB-gun cartridge. latex
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Mark never flew together.
space shuttle mission to the international space station, was gloves and e-mails between
a
Earheart will officiate. Oneida White will be pianist and soloist.
Nowak told police that her
Pallbearers will be Jason Robinson, Charles Robinson, Ricky relationship with Oefelein, who charged with attempted kidnapping, attempted vehicle burgla- Shipman and Oefelein.
They also found a letter "that
Alexander, Fred Gillum, Mark Flood and Chris Smith. Burial will is unmarried, was "more than a ry with battery, destruction of evidence and battery. She was
how much Mrs.
indicated
funeral
the
at
be
will
Visitation
Cemetery.
Cannel
follow in the Mt.
working relationship but less denied bail.
Nowak loved Mr. Oefelein," an
home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday with a Masonic service at 7:30 p.m. than a romantic relationship,"
Nowak raced from Houston opened package for a buck
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the St. Jude Children's according to an arrest affidavit. authorities said. When Nowak
Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis, Tenn., 38105, or the Police officers recovered a love found out that Shipman was fly- to Orlando wearing diapers in knife. Shipman's home address
American Diabetes Association.
ing to Orlando from Houston. the car so she wouldn't have to and hand written directions to
letter to Oefelein in her car.
arrest affidavit
Saturday.
died
Murray,
Road,
Mr. Robinson, 59, Kirksey-Almo
Nowak believed a woman, Nowak decided to confront her stop to go to the bathroom. the address, the
wear
said.
Astronauts
said.
authorities
the
to
according
Monday.
early
Feb. 3, 2007, at 7 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
romantiwas
Colleen Shipman,
diapers during launch and reHe was a member of Kirksey United Methodist Church, Temple cally involved with Oefelein, arrest affidavit.
and
Rite
Hill Lodge #276 of Free and Accepted Masons, Scottish
Shriners. Born March 22. 1947, in Calloway County, he was the son
of the late Herschel Lee Robinson and Mary Helen Williams
Robinson. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Frances
Gibson, and one brother, Walter Robinson.
medical trailer outside was ers yet as it determines exactly golf course retirement community. Instead of a tent, the operaSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Phyllis Ezell Robinson,to whom From Front
what type of help is needed.
available for checkups.
tion was set up inside a grandthat
he was married July 23, 1965; one daughter, Mrs. Lisa Aeschliman
folks
always
"They're
FEMA spokesman James
that've been through this,
looking recreation center, and
guess.
and husband, Rick, Corona, Calif.; two sons, Patrick Robinson and
I
cracks
the
through
fall
agency's
the
defended
McIntyre
they're already at a loss, so that's
victims were generally more
wife, Lori. and Brad Robinson and wife. Deanna, all of Murray; six
we're
think
I
case
this
in
but
President
that
responses, noting
what hurts."
grandchildren, Lindsey and Abby Aeschliman, Corona, and Shelby,
that affluent and positive about
prevent
to
can
we
all
doing
a
area
the
declare
didn't
Bush
Smith,
Many here, like
Jake, Hailey and Chaney Robinson. all of Murray; four brothers,
said state Sen. FEMA.
couldn't rely on getting insur- federal disaster until Saturday. from happening."
"The application process was
Edwin Robinson. James Robinson and Larry Robinson, all of
R-Eustis.
Baker,
Carey
timetable
two-week
the
said
He
have
didn't
they
_
ance claims
whiL." said Richard Vargo,
Murray, and Billy Robinson, St. Louis, Mo.; six sisters, Mrs. Mary
foreign
is
process
entire
The
a
was
Smith
like
those
to
given
coverage because the hurricanes
house in The. Villages
whose
resiTurner, Mayfield, Mrs. Winona Williams and Mrs. Nell Olmstead,
the
to
uncomfortable
and
of 2004 and 2005 have made it way of "managing expectawill likely he condemned.
both of Murray. Mrs. Dortha Phelps, Benton, Ms. Rosetta Gibson,
privatheir
like
who
here,
dents
be
could
inspectors
and
tions,"
so expensive. The cap on FEMA
Florida, and Mrs. Wanda Jones. Missouri.
cy. Some whose homes were "Everybody in all aspects has
out sooner.
aid is $28,200.
turned into twisted piles of been very helpful."
get
to
people
want
don't
"We
with
register
Residents must
The tornadoes, which struck
debris lived on a dirt road
the
thinking
up
hopes
their
FEMA to take the first step
3 a.m. and 4 a.m.
between
county
on
even
unidentified
toward getting aid, but they check's in the mail tomorrow,'
Fridaf when few were awake.
maps,
officials'
emergency
said.
he
couldn't do that in person at the
But McIntyre also warned where residents still post "No have also sparked a discussion
command center opened here
)
(1918-2007
Lowry
Conie Crittenden "Crit"
FEMA is only a stopgap Trespassing" and "Beware of of how to notify people before
that
were
came
Monday. Those who
Cot was born on May 21, 1918, to Samuel Jechomas "Conic" and given brochures and seated at a measure, and victims must rely Dog" signs despite their seclu- disasters hit.
Several communities didn't
Naomi Crittenden Lowry in La Grange, Ky. He and his family table with telephones so they on loans and other things to get sion.
Lately, they have grown have any kind of alert, such as a
moved to Princeton, Ky., after his father took over management of could call someone else at a toll- entirely back on their feet.
the University of Kentucky farm where Crit and his brother, Billy, free number.
"They have to understand weary of gawkers and the siren or a system that automatiworked during their school years. Crit graduated from Butler High
FEMA cannot make them throngs of reporters descending cally calls residents to report a
that
regVictims who had already
tornado warning.
School in Princeton as valedictorian of his class. He was an ardent istered by phone or online didn't whole," he said. "That is not the on their blue-collar towns.
Paulison suggested Monday
"We got more from the
and faithful Wildcats fan and received a bachelor of science degree have to be there at all. But they purpose of the agency."
from the University of Kentucky, where he participated in seven could also get questions
Instead of bringing in tempo- church in Paisley than we got that all communities have some
honorary or social societies and served as president of three, to answered from the Small rary trailers. FEMA is focusing from everybody else." Smith's kind of warning system, and
Crist said he directed state emerinclude his social fraternity. Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Administration. on putting displaced families in wife Mary said.
Business
The mood was more patient gency officials to look at
Although his college chemistry professor tried to persuade him to American Red Cross or others already-existing vacant houses.
become a chemist, Crit was determined to become a surgeon and he with state and federal agencies McIntyre said. The state also and subdued at a FEMA recov- whether Florida should require
graduated from Vanderbilt University Medical School, where he met for veterans or the elderly. A hasn't requested temporary trail- ery outpost in The Villages, a it.
and married his beloved Betty. They were married for over 62 years
and had two children. Duane Hamilton and Conielyn, and one
grandson, Sloan Lowry Abernathy.
During World War II, Crit served as a captain in the U.S. Army
and was the chief army surgeon at Fort Crockett in Galveston,
Texas. Betty and Crit moved to Murray in 1952 and Crit began his
Investments Since 1854
practice of medicine at the former Houston/McDevitt Clinic and the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For 17 years, Crit was the only
surgeon in Murray and Calloway County. Crit truly loved the prac100.10 0.2S
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tice and study of medicine and thought he was extremely lucky to
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at the First United Methodist Church of Murray, Ky. Visitation will
be from 5 to 9 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 6, 2007, at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Better Quality - Better Service- Better Prices
Home. Dr. Lowry will lie in state at the church from 11 a.m. to I
p.m. Wednesday. Feb. 7. 2007. Entombment will follow at the
Financial Consultants (1-RI
Call 270-753-8055
Murray Memorial Gardens. Officiating will be Dr. Larry Daniel and
Ron Arant Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
Rev. Richard Smith.
Lowry
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270.753.3366 i 800 444 1854
Expressions of sympathy may beirnade to the Dr.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
West Kentucky Surgical Scholarship Fund. c/o MSU Foundation.
106 Development Center, Murray Ky., 42071, or Hospice. MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
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Learning about
Washington

15105g N5Vd )

Sonic tav or -AtIlerli:an Idol- while others swear by -The
Apprentice- or "Dancing With the Stars,- but my fa % time
Cal II), •110V. s arc on (*SPAN. when lounder Bnan Lamb
takes v tev.ers on guided tours of attractions that make history' totile alis e These iourneys arc so compelling. I f Ind
my self taking notes and planning trips. That is why my husband arid I acationed iii Missouri a couple of sears back,
to see the Truman Litnary in Independence. And last year it
was ('SPAN that inspired a trek to Springfield. Illinois, to
see the Lincoln Library and Museum.
Last friday. Mr Lamb spent a few
hours at the George Washington Museum
and Education Center, located at Mount
Vernon. Virginia Lamb interviewed James
Rees. executive director. who provided a
w ealth ol information that revealed many
little-known aspects of this great man and
his era
I hie': life -si/e models Alf Washington are
on display at the Outtalk! W Reynolds
1 .dui anon Center. lo create accurate images
swums ages. designers used CSI-type
at
Main Street
to re-create Washington's facial
By Constance lorensw
eatures Sake must of UN .ire familiar with
Alexander
the Gilbert Stuart renderings of Washington
Local
iti his later sears, a model of the president
Columnist
ittlflVer man cc ith dark hair and the
as a
11110111h but tk4 it a teenager is startling
s the f ut ure
1de- sue was figure
general as a stirs ey in at lot lie stands iii a forest \kith 1 I lie
dillien+iorial trees. anlidst sounds of hirdsong and naillIC
setting depit ts I Sthi century western Virginia. int hiding
ashington's original stay ey mg tools.
Although Washington 12,4 an early start as a military ott
..cr. his • MCC( via• not stellar at first His leileistiii iii.1
A111'11101 Vo.1111 the French. at cording to museum dire, toi
lames Rees. helped to spark the Vrent h and Indian War
It is unt ortunate that this st, ar is relegated to a sentence
or two in hislois hooks. Si, Rees dec lamed. evplaming that
Washington's mistakes at that poin t in hi, i dled,' pus',fed
N. Audible eyerieike and tudgment that would help latei
in the viii aganISI the British
therm.' are 2s galleries and theaters at the Innsenni and
education center. promising something fir lust about es et\
one Nes entitles., est% wise litre,.tot Rees contesses that
it the at toutrements are aimed at the museum s -is pi
11114115
ill grade hoy \ th thu i hallenge m minl.
al 5 rotor.- an
the theater that show ases cs era, ‘a me R es uliutiiiiai s \N al
NA
11C,101Cli SO the audience not onls heats cannon t ire.
hut at malls feels the rumble beneath then seats In addition.
dial made ,10,•1,11,.! the DCI.C...are
they see the imirk
Ntl.. 11 a ha/Julia's undertaking on Chi isimas. I - Tr,, and e spe
tient e the stiiss that plagued the trips In the ss inter at
Alt's Vol pe
111 ,C111C1
I museum Alld
Although materials at rle
tilin a, 'a leaden ot ih,ii,miter NhashIngton'• 11,155
&St.I
ate not ten 'red - Museums has e lu make 114)111k-11 dectstows.lames Rees said. and this museum dec ided that Washington.
the sla y e tiw tier. had to he part (.1 the +lois loo \kashing
tun •
sles teed that his slit\ es were to he treed upon his
death. hut the moralas if sIas cis was nut 1 ,itiittiuli part it
the national const lent e at the link'
-George W ashingron did fetus,: to he a king. lames Rees
asserted. adding that in that eta .umitfuerIs were likely to
the end
establish themsels es as toy altv os et the realm
if his ses iind term. N ash'nylon put docc ii Its ...scold dfid
pti ked up a plow -. Rees said
.1\1111C,,
('ogee Washington has
A museum des tiled
the Inv ths associated with the keno. and this one is nii
exception kit inistdtmm. e. there is iii pitiot that I.1‘ ash nci,in
s hopped (kV.11 a Ltleirs tree. that he nes en iii .1 Iii' u th at
ale 1'010111.k Hie stois
he threw a siker Jolla,
behind his I Ask- teeth, how es er. has some (.1".f...10.
0111 lust pi C•Ident tvgan losing hi. teeth v.hife in hi,
iv,ermes and hi, dcriture, vet: indite hum gold. Is is. ICad.
Itataisic anthropologist trim the
1111111an and animal teeth
in‘crsits ol Pittsburgh supers p.c.,' the laser scans It one it
the !ma lowss ii sets out Washington s tit:111111C, ti tilie11111111:
1•• Lille, Rees, the lead might
ha v e been the s misc of a range of ills sufieted by Vvashow
ton throughout his life
IC0111.11..0 %kJ, used extensivelv to ensure the authenos it.
it 1111.1,CLIIII &TLC., !he I I 1st pi CsidC111 14 as a strapping t,
toot ;. a great drifter and a brilliant horseman. "( H .111 the
rounding lathers. JaMC• Rees asserted. -he Sias the most
athlem . the most ads enturous and k. leads .1 Man it a..-nk .11
Attimit
(Icorge
Of MOIL' Int 01111.111..11
enit in and the museum, toy on to
• tiny us us %4. 111~1%0111011 .iig/
imp."is N us 111011111% et non
"l\\ ,ire is .i link to their series ,a1 the presidents
\I
ks Inch ins hides smoteo c lips and toms of presidential and %K.:
presidential pas esties
/1111111111 leakt T., rOri (
thl .tfinn /feel ,,/i/f(re in it
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The race to the bottom
cal, a type
of universalism and
religious
correctness,
in which
everybody's
biblical or
Koranic
figures get
equal
billing. so
Cal's
as not to
Thoughts
offend. But
By Cal Thomas Muslims
Syndicated
see all of
Columnist
these religious leaders as Muslim prophets.
Their view is that Abraham.
Moses and Jesus taught
Islam and that the Jews and
Christians perverted the
Islamic faith and, according
to some, deserve death for
doing so.
Al-Flusainy was engaging
in something more dangerous
than prayer. He proclaimed
religious superiority and triumphalism. Surely Democrats
do not subscribe to his notso-subtle religious doublespeak. which places the Unithm.'slus
iii
ed States and Israel among
I lirotielt you. God. we unite
the people God "dooms."
No guide us to the right
Neither do most Democrats
path I tic path if the people
believe that all of Israel is
soil bless. not the path of
occupied and that "oppression
the people y ou doom Help
and occupation" applies to
C,,,k1 to liherate and lull
the Jews who live there and
this earth vuth lustite and
must be evicted. So why
peat C .111d I•t% e and equality
invite a clergyman who leads
rid help us to stop the suar
them in such a prayer? It
.111ti % toloik c. and oppression
isn't that his background is
•ind ho, i upati,iii"
unknown.
1 o the untrained ear and
As blogger Debbie Schlusimintouned mind. the I irst
parr sounds kind oh ecumeni- sel has written. Al-Husain!.

In the race to the bottom
It soles to viii office, or to
preset e Menisci% es in office,
it vo iuld he difficult to outrun Repuhlitans as they pandel tit the Hispanic %MC h:$.•
re! using to t(nand our southern 'u underan invasion his millions of illegal
1)eintic rats are trying
and thes may soon pass
It:publicans in their cynical
piii suit it p,,Irtik. al power
At the Oemot.rats "w inter
In eeting I they used to call
tCliCal: before that
ii
ssoul k (allured up negative
implit dhotis ,thout the wan,
k !ergs r11.1,1 55.15 asked to
delis it the ins ot anon He
W
lill11.1111 Al Ilusainy of
tIi. Is at ha laa Islamic Education Center. a Shi'ite mosque
in Deal horn. Mial.
At t ording to a transcript
published on the Website
flo ut \ir stim, Al-flusamy
ill('it'll a pray tor %with antiAtnei is.Lhi .inkl anti -Israel
ii tide ri u me. "We thank you
1okl to send us our file's
',We, bit 1 410 lair father
diitIsnisedand
‘id,,hAlte
in

led "almost daily protests
last summer "of thousands ot
Helbollah supporters on the
streets of Dearborn and
Detroit. swarming with
swastikas and anti-Semitic,
anti-American signs. Later. I
watched him . at an antiSemitic rally of 3,()00
Hezhollah supporters at Dearhorn's Bunt Jebail Cultural
Center. He was among several who delivered hate-filled,
anti-Amencan rhetoric. I
watched hint cheer others on
when they called for the
hastened destruction of the
Jews and when they said
Americans are 'diseased."'
On the Website "Jihad
Watch" (a good place to
keep up with what the
Islarnofascists are planning
for us). Robert Spencer
writes, ".the West is facing a
concerted effort by Islamic
jihadists. the motives and
goals of whom are largely
ignored by the Western
media, to destroy the West
and bring it forcibly into the
Islamic world - and to commit violence to that end
e‘en while their overall goal
remains out of reach."
A clergy man who advocated while supremacy and the
inferiority of all other faiths
would never has e been invited to offer the invocation at
DNC gathering. Yet
Democrats got the equivalent
of such a person in AlHusainv.
Democrats have been trying to get back in the religion game since Republicans
cornered most of the Evan-

gelical Christian vote in the
last several election cycles.
but choosing Husham AlHusain): as their instrument
to put them in closer touch
- if not with God. than .with
Muslim voters - is more outrageous and shameful than
Sen. Joseph Biden's remarks
about Barack Obania. and far
more dangerous.
The Muslim vote went
largely to Democrats in last
year's election. In Virginia.
Democrat James Webb
received 92 percent of the
Muslim vote, compared to
Republican George Alien's 8
percent, according to the
Muslim American Society
and the Virginia Muslim
Political Action Committee.
Was inviting Al-Husainy to
pray for the destruction of :
America and Israel payback
to the Muslim community? If
so, the price is too high and:
the potential consequences
are too great.
Has politics come to this,
that some politicians would
sell out their own and other
free countries for a voting
bloc that contains elements
committed to our destruction
(Democrats), or pander to
illegal immigrants who break
our laws and then get Social
Security checks I Republicans)? Have politicians no
shame?
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"placeholder" because
of the difficulty oh
estimating longer-term
War costs.
Treasury bonds could put the skids on
But the entries comwhat has been a strong economy
plicate efforts to chart
Meanwhile, spiraling payouts in guar- a trajectory toward
anteed federal benefits for Social SecuBush's 21)12 balancedrity and Medicare as baby boomers
budget goal.
retire "is going to be the single largest
'1 don't think you
economic problem that we face." said
get'transparency
Mark Zandi. chief economist for at
points' for acknowledg- Washington
Moocly's Economy corn.
ing what is pretty
Today
"Deficits look OK today." ?And'
much crystal clear to
Raum
Tom
By
time
a
said. "But what happens at
3181 million Americans,
Associated
when the economy isn't operating at
which is that the war
Press Wnter
full tilt?"
is going to have costs
When Bush took office in 2001, the
this coming sear at the
national debt was about S5.6 trillion.
same time you're callNow it stands at about S8.6 trillion.
ing for a surge in troops." said Gene
Democrats won control of Congress
Sperling. a former top economic adviser
last November, largely by riding a
in the Clinton administration.
wave of public discontent over Bush's
The amount spent on the wars in
handling of Iraq.
Iraq. Afghanistan and other anti-terror
We heard loud and clear front C(inactivities already tops $500 billion,
gress' that it wanted "more transparenaccording to the nonpartisan Congrescy" in defense spending. White House
sional Research Service. In another year
Budget Director Rob Portman said
it will rival the inflation-adjusted $660
Monday.
billion spent on the Vietnam conflict.
That's why. Portman said. the PentaBut strong U.S. and global
gon included details for the upcoming
economies are helping to mask present
budget year on how much the war
war costs.
would cost _ an estimated $1 41.7 bil'There's a lot of surplus capital
lion for fighting in Iraq and
.
looking to be invested, and thus far
Afghanistan, as well as the cost of
those funds have been invested in U.S.'
repairing and replacing equipment lost
treasuries. and therefore the world is
in combat.
financing our deficits." said Thomas
In the past. such war costs were not
Mann. a scholar at the Brookings Instiincluded in the president's annual budgtution, a liberal-leaning think tank.
et. Instead, emergency "supplemental'
"That has helped keep inflation and
spending bills were submitted.
interest rates low, and therefore the
In the new budget. with a bookkeep- costs of the wars in Iraq and
ing wave of the hand, the war-cost
Afghanistan have been easier to tolerentry drops to $50 billion for the budg- ate."
et year that begins Oct. I. 2008 _ just
Brian Riedel. budget analyst at the •
a little more than a month before Elecconservative Heritage Foundation, said
tion Day _ and drops to zero for subtax revenues are running above the hissequent years.
torical average but "there's no way to
Portman told reporters the $50 bilbalance the budget or solve our longlion, followed by zeros for the next
term problems without addressing Social
three years, was just an 'allowance' or
Security and Medicare."

What's Next?
I os,( , iiN i,AP) - One major
unmentioned entry in President Bush's
new hudget is luck
I tusk that the economy keeps growiii.! that corporate profits remain
robust. that inflation stays tame and
that foreigners keep lending the U.S.
motley ()Merv,ise, the numbers don't
add up
Bush s spending outline also assumes
an i's ii strategy from Iraq that even the
presidents supporters see as wishful
a sharp drop in war spendthinking
for the 20OR presidential
nig inn
elettion I s a peace dividend without
peace
Not surprisingl, Democrats were
quick it) critici/e Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid. [)-Nev., cited a
deception to hide a massive increase
in debt • 'vellale finance C.01111111nee
ChM!Man S1is Baucus. D-Mont.. said.
-the president's eyes are shut tight to
this t-ountr),'s fiscal reality.'
littuse Budget Committee Chairman
S C.. doubted RepubliJohn Spratt,
let alone any Democrats _
tans
timid embrate the president's $2.9 trillion budget for the accounting year that
begins next Oct. 1 .
Like Bush, newly empowered
Demo:rats arc also talking about
increased defense and homeland security
spending and a balanced budget in five
sears Anti. while Bush's budget calls
tot making expiring tax cuts permanent.
Democrats have a wish list of increased
llomestiL spending. Both make balancing
the budget even harder.
Thus, Democrats who now control
both chambers of Congress need the
same run of good economic news that
Bush does to make their numbers work.
A business slowdown or recession,
an increase in inflation and interest
rates, a reversal in the willingness of
toreign investors to keep buying U.S.
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MMS Principal Lou Carter,
left, and Elizabeth Dunn.

Dunn receives
MMS award
for writing
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

A PIRATE ADVENTURE: Representatives from the Purchase District Health Department vis-

tted schools in Calloway County recently to present "A Pirate Adventure: A Healthy Life for Me"
to area students. Pictured above, students at Calloway County's East Elementary School
enjoyed a lively skit that emphasized exercising and eating right.
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CHALLENGER CENTER VISIT: Murray Middle School students participated in various astronaut roles in a mock mission to Mars January 24-26. Seventh grade science students in Mike
Epperson's class visited the Challenger Center over a three day period so all students could
have the opportunity to participate. "I learned a lot and had a lot of fun" said Blake Graham,
MMS student. Epperson said, "I think this is a great learning experience for the students and
I'm glad we can take them for the hands on activities. Students I've had in the past have
expressed that this has been their favorite field trip during middle school." Pictured above,
Sawyer Lawson uses robotic arms to move rock samples at the Challenger Learning Center
in Paducah.

Elizabeth Dunn, fifth grade
student at Murray Middle
School, recently received exciting news about a writing contest
she had entered. Principal Lou
Carter presented the first place
school award to Dunn on the
Eye of the Tiger WMMS, the
in-house TV news. Sponsored
by AARP and Kentucky Retired
Teachers Association, fifth
grade students were asked to
write an essay on "Why My
Grandparent
Should
Be
Selected"
as
Kentucky
Grandparent of the Year.
According to Cheryl Martin,
AARP Senior Administrative
Associate, the letter sent to
MMS states that it is truly gratifying to see thousands of fifth
graders
across
the
who
Commonwealth
are
involved with sharing their
time, dedication and heartfelt
stories to honor and celebrate
their grandparents. The essay
contest is part of an initiative
designed to recognize the significant contributions that older
Kentuckians make toward shaping the lives and values of
young people.
Dunn said, "I'm glad my
grandfather won because he is
the best 'Paw Paw' anyone
could have." In the essay she
says that "he is as tall as a skyscraper and has salt and pepper
hair but not really much hair at
all. He has lots of wrinkles and
hair everywhere else but not on
his head."
The essay has been sent to the
next level of competition and
the state winner will be
announced in February.
11 "I'm •so proud 'of Elizabeth
and her accomplishment" said
Carolyn Shown, fifth grade
teacher. "She is an excellent
student, a great writer and a joy
to have in the classroom."

Ashley Winkler receives congratulations for her award.

Winkler wins
oratorical contest
Ashley Winkler, a senior at 2 which addresses the establishCalloway County High School ment of 18 years as the legal
recently
won
the 2007 voting age and the right of
American Legion District Congress to enforce the amendOratorical Contest. She is the ment.
daughter of Scott and Angie
"Ashley presented herself in
Winkler of Murray.
such a professional and compeThe District competition was tent manner,- according to
conducted in January at Commander Don Adcock of
Caldwell County High School Murray Post /f13. "I think all in
in Princeton. The competition attendance were really amazed
was presided over by Chuck at her command of the topics
Furjanic (District Commander), and
of
the
knowledge
Homer Dunkerson (Oratorical Constitution. Post #73 is
Contest Chair) and Dean extremely proud to have her
Criswell (Department Vice represent us as she advances to
Commander).
additional levels of the competiContestants were required to tion."
speak for eight-to-I0 minutes
She advances to the Area lei el
on any aspect of the United of the competition which will
States Constitution with an be held Sunday, Feb. 18. at 2
emphasis on the duties and obli- p.m. at the Knights of
gations of citizens to our gov- Columbus Hall. 332 Squire
ernment. They were then Road, Murray. From this conrequired to speak for three-to- test she can advance to the State
five minutes on an assigned and then National levels. She is
topic drawn from four different competing ,for as much as
amendments. The assigned $18,000 in college scholarship
topic discourse
was on funds at the Nationals.
Amendment 26, Sections 1 and

GREG TRAVIS..tedger & Times

MATH-A-THON SUPPORT: Murray Elementary School has
been one of the leading supporters of St. Jude Children's
Hospital Math-A-Thon. Now in it's 23rd year of support. MES
has raised more than $200,000. it was. reported. Pictured
above, from left, are Debbie Miller, kindergarten student
Coleman Austin and Tonda Thomas, MES coordinator for
Math-A-Than.
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UNITED WAY AUCTION • CHAIRS, ETC.

DRESSING IN COSTUME: Fifth grade students in Sue Davenport's class at East Elementary
School recently studied the Revolutionary War, prepared book reports and dressed in costumes relating to the characters they studied. Pictured above, from left. are: (front row)
Darshaye Davenport: Enca Rogers; and Isaiah O'Neal; (back row) Jeremy Duncan; Magen
Cochran. Daisy Lowe Levi Baker; and Dylan Warmack.
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MlURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
United
.Way
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Saturday, February 17, 2007
Murray Country Club

Reception 5:30 p.m. • Auction 7:00 p.m.
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EAST ADVISORY COUNCIL: The Honor Roll students at East Calloway Elementary School
make up the Advisory Council for CAT testing motivation. Among the ideas suggested are
medallions, ribbons, pins and bracelets to be given to students scoring at Proficient or
Distinguished levels.

Tickets $20 per person. All proceeds will benefit the
agencies of the Murray/Calloway County United Way

Contact 270-753-0317 or www.mccunitodway.com
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Free AARP tax assistance will
be available at Senior Center

Beginning Wednesday, free tax help from
AARP tax counselors will be available for:
taxpayers with low and middle income`
and
with special attention to those age 60
Wedneseach
available
be
will
This
older.
day through February and March from 9
a.m.to 3 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens Center's computer lab, located at
607 Poplar St. This is on a first-come,

W1

first-served basis.
Please bring the following with you when
you come: Current year's tax forms ad
booklet; copy of last year's
By Jo Burkeen preparation
income tax return(s); W-2 forms from each
Community
employer; unemployment compensation
Editor
statements; SSA-1099; all 1099 forms ;
itemizing
1099-R form; all receipts or canceled checks if
doe-'
official
other
or
cards
security
deductions; and social
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lo's
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CHECK PRESENTATION: Jeff Morehead, right, representative of Modem Woodmen, Inc.

Insurance Company, presents a check for $2,500 to match funds raised by WATCH, Inc.
from their aluminum can recycling program to, from left, Peggy Williams! director, Merritt
Unruh and Darrel Watkins The funds will be used for program operation at the center that
provides employment and community opportunities to developmentally disabled adults.
Aluminum cans may be taken to the center and placed in the cotton wagon in the parking lot
at 702 Main St . day or night. seven days a week.

umentation for yourself and all dependents.
For more information call Ten Cobb at the center at
753-0929.
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Baptist Builders plan breakfast

Blood River Baptist Builders will have a breakfast Saturday
a.m. at the association office building, Hardin. All builders
8
at
and prospective builders are invited. Reservations must be madiR
by Thursday by calling 437-4203 ore-mail bloodriver0J'mchsi.co

-

Youth group plans service
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Alane
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Caitlin Leigh Roe. Henry Wade
Rogers. Kody Rudolph. MadiSchwettman.
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Nicole Snyder. Whitney Lynn
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son. Curt Michael Thurman,
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Brooke Tracy. Harley Elizabeth
Tubbs. Katie Rose Underwood.
Daniel Ryan Beasley Walker.
Hunter Williams. Dara Michelle
Wilson and McKaylon Alyce
Wilson.

Youth Group of Goshen Trinity Teens will have a baby sit
ting night on Feb. 14 with a charge of $10 for first child an
$5 for extra siblings on Valentine day, Feb. 14. from 5:30 tc4;;',
8:30 p.m. at the community building at Goshen United Methodist
Church. Adult supervisors will he present. For the service calL

293-8201.

Open singing Thursday
Open singing will be held Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at Co1d4
water United Methodist Church. The public is" invited and
encouraged to attend.

'
United Way schedules 'Chairs, Etc.
The United Way of Murray and Calloway County is kicking off the annual "Chairs, Etc." auction set for Saturday this.
year. Donations of chairs, mirrors, or small tables were decorated by local artists for the United Way office, Weaks Cen- ,.
ter. For more information call Peggy Billington. director at,.
753-0317. All items will be sold at auction to provide funds for local agencies and nonprofit organizations. Call and reserve
your tickets now to attend this fun-filled charity event.

Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet.
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Bob Valentine will be:

speaker.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to I p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

SS representative to be here at library
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
he at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call I -8(X)-772-1213.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight at 7 at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464. east of
Almo, according to Jason Prescott. master. This will be Past
Masters' night and all Masons are invited.

Soccer board to meet tonight
The board of directors of Murray Calloway County Soccer
Association will meet tonight at 7 at Automated Direct Mail.•
1410 North 12th St., Murray. former Heilig Meyers building.
north entrance. The meeting is open to the public.

Kappa Department will meet
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight at 6:30 at the club house with Brenda Jones speaking
on "Creativity." Hostesses will he Cynthia Gale Cook. Kim
Grasty. Felecia Myers. Peg Billington and Loretta Jobs.

The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. KY.
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Murray Singles will meet
Come in today and
buy your Valentine
the perfect gift
and receive a pair
of sterling silver
heart earrings!'

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

4
.
•Offer valid
only on
purchases
of $100
Or more.
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Al-Anon will meet tonight at 730 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Au/

*Red Dogwood
*Knock-Out Rose
*Gift Certificates

invites the community to an

open Jiouse

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11 • 1 P.M. TO 3 P.M.

1005 Poplar Street
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Murray Singles (SOS, will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway Public Library. For information call Pat at 809-3809.
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The Clink will celebrate its 7th anniversary of providing free
medical, prescnpbort, arid dental services to qualified uninsured
working patient; of Calloway County, and will he honoring all of
the dedicated volunteers that make this prelim possible. Anyone

interested in touring the Clinic and becoming a volunteer is
encouraged to attend. Refreshments will be served
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Kennedy: Racers not yet favorites
WINNERS OF FOUR
STRAIGHT, MSU
.
WILL HOST
EASTERN KENTUCKY
THURSDAY AT RSEC
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With four straight victories and
five in their last six games. the Murray State Racers are definitely among
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the hottest teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference heading into the stretch
run of the 2006-07 season.
First-year MSU head coach Billy
Kennedy, though, is far from ready
to say that his team is the favorite
to claim the league's top prize — an
OVC Tournament championship, and
the coveted berth in the NCAA Tournament along with it.
"I-can't sit here and tell ysawe've
arrived." said Kennedy during his weekly press luncheon on Monday. "We're
still turning the ball over way too
much, and we're inconsistent in
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CINCINNATI CLINGS TO LAST PLACE IN BIG EAST
SUPER BOWL
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wouldn't have occurred without the
prowess of senior forward Shawn
Witherspoon, who stepped in front of
a Will Ginn .pass, giving MSU the
chance to "steal" the victory.
The Racers came away with the
two-point decision despite 16 turnovers
and a 35-29 rebounding deficit.
Turnovers have been an Achilles
heel for Murray State all season. The
Racers are at minus-2 in the turnover
department this season — a statistic
Kennedy says has to improve if his
ballclub is going to be factor in March.

SUPER BOWL XL1
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Strong finishes have been a key
rebounding the basketball.
"The good thing about our team for the Racers in the last three games.
Since hammering Southeast Misis that we've got
production souri State on Jan. 27, Murray (12good
from a different guy 11, 10-5 OVC) has made big plays
every game, I think, in the late stages of wins over Samso we have some ford (57-51), Austin Peay (77-68) and
pieces.... Our team Jacksonville State (63-61).
The latest example of clutch play
hasn't been (in this
position) before, so came Saturday, when junior guard
I don't know what Bruce Carter scored on a layup with
to expect. But I'm 26 seconds left to give the Racers
Kennedy hoping we'll be able their second close win over the Gameto get better in practice and finish cocks this season.
The game-winning shot, however,
strong," he added.

Irsay, right, points to coach Tony
Vince Lombardi Trophy. at a Super
the
Dungy, holding
Bowl rally in Indianapolis Monday. The Colts beat
the Chicago Bears 29-17 in Super Bowl XLI. Colts
president Bill Polian is at center.

Colts owner Jim

Colts return to
Indy-fan-apolis
THOUSANDS OF FANS WELCOME
TEAM HOME AT RCA DOME
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — About 40,000 Indianapolis
fans showed up to thank the Colts for their Super Bowl
run and all the players wanted to do was praise their
boisterous supporters.
A frenzied crowd descended on downtown Indianapolis
and filed into the RCA Dome for a homecoming rally
Monday night to celebrate the Colts' 29-17 victory over
the Chicago Bears in the NFL championship. The fans
chanted "dee-tense, dee-fense" and basked in the city's
first major pro sports title in more than 30 years.
"You guys are the 12th man." defensive end Dwight
Freeney told the crowd during the rally.
The Colts, who finally found a defense in the playoffs
to complement Peyton Manning's potent offense, returned
to Indianapolis late Monday afternoon, stopped off at their
training facility and boarded buses for a trip back downtown and a frigid, bone-numbing parade to the Dome.
. Most of the fans waited inside the Dome, although hundreds went back out onto the streets as the parade
approached. Many of them shared triumphant shouts and
high-fives with the players who were riding atop the slowmoving trucks and floats.
Inside, the fans were just as loud as they were when
the Colts left two weeks earlier with the AFC championship.
'This is remarkable," tight end Dallas Clark said. -1
didn't know Indianapolis had this many people. You guys
are the greatest.
Many of the fans were wearing Colts blue. Many held
signs such as "We love our Colts" or just a simple 'Thank
You." Two giant inflatable balloons resembling Colts players flanked a stage that was set up on the floor of the
Dome. Amid a barrage of camera flashes from the stands,
many of the Colts — coach Tony Dungy, too — brought
out their own cameras to record the moment.
"You guys are awesome." Dungy told the crowd. "We
had a team party (in Miami) ... but we were looking forward to coming home. This is more than we could have
ever expected. Thank you for this turnout."

CINCINNATI (AP) —
Before their first meeting as
a team, coach Mick Cronin
decided he wouldn't talk
about wins and losses with
his Cincinnati Bearcats this
season. He knew a team that
was put together on the fly
was going to have big trouble in the Big East.
The trouble is bigger than
anyone imagined.
With only eight games
left in the regular season,
the Bearcats (10-12, 1-7) are
stuck at the bottom of the
conference. There's little
chance they will make the
I2-team field for the Big
East tournament — the bottom four get left out.
Instead, they're headed for
their worst finish since they
went 11-17 under coach Tony
Yates in 1987-88, two seasons before Bob Huggins
began resurrecting the program.
"It's a true test of character, what we are going
-through," Cronin said.
It's a tough test all around.
Following a 73-64 loss to
St. John's on Sunday, point
guard Jamual Warren dropped
his head in disbelief at how
the poor-shooting Bearcats
had let another one get away
on their home court. Asked
how much the season was
wearing on him, Warren
mumbled, "I couldn't even
tell you."
The numbers tell it all.
Cincinnati is near the bottom of every significant staAP
tistical category in the 16basketball
a
during
bench
the
from
watches
Cronin
Mick
team Big East. The Bearcats Cincinnati head coach
are third-worst in scoring at game against St. John's Sunday in Cincinnati. Cincinnati faces the possibility of
65.5 points per game, last finishing last in the Big East and missing out on the conference tournament.
in blocks, second-to-last in
assists and second-to-last in the last eight games are on missed out on a recruiting was left — mainly, junior
the road. Cincinnati plays class. No one will commit college players. There's not
field goal percentage.
depth or expeThe only team that's back-to-back home games to a school that doesn't have much height.
leads to erratwhich
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behind them in most cate- against Notre
It was going to be a sea- ic play and lopsided losses.
gories is Rutgers, the team 22 Georgetown.
The struggles aren't a sur- son of transition for the In some games. they simthat beat them 54-42 in
ply lack the talent to keep
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Murray snaps losing
streak, beats Trigg
MCCLURE LEADS CHARGE WITH 20
Staff Report
CADIZ, Ky. — The Murray High Lady Tigers snapped
a two-game losing streak on Monday night with a 54-46
triumph over Trigg County.
Murray (7-14) opened a 13-5 lead after one quarter of
play and led the entire way in posting just its third victory in the last 11 games.
Stacey McClure paced the Lady Tigers with 20 points.
while Leah Dieleman tossed in 13. Haly Armstrong followed with 10, Emily Benson poured in eight. Megan
Pember had two and Sarah Crouch one.
Murray was 15-of-43 shooting from the floor, including four 3-pointers, and knocked down 20-of-36 free throws.
The Lady Tigers return to the court on Friday night,
when they face Fourth District rival Marshall County at
Draffenville.

Crum's hard work honored on hardwood
UOFL TO NAME DENNY CRUM COURT WEDNESDAY NIGHT
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — The coach
in Denny Crum is still there, percolating
under the ever-present grin and just-so
hair. But these days, the former Louisville
coach keeps his opinions to himself.
"My wife doesn't want to hear it anyway," Crum said with a laugh.
So instead, the man who led the Cardinals to 675 wins and a pair of national championships simply watches from
the stands at Freedom Hall, trying his
best to blend in with the rest of the
18,000 red-clad Louisville supporters.
Of course, when you spend three decades
building a program into one of the nation's
best, blending in can be a little difficult.
During a recent Louisville home game,
Crum received a standing ovation when

an in-house camera panned to him during a time-out.
The ever-bashful 69-year-old Crum simply waved and looked away, almost embarrassed by the outpouring of support.
"I didn't even realize why they were
cheering," Crum said. "My wife had to
poke me."
Cram won't need to be prodded Wednesday night, when the university dedicates
Denny CTUTTI Court at Freedom Hall before
the Cardinals face Georgetown.
It's an honor that was hard to imagine six years ago, when Crum abruptly
retired after losing a battle of wills with
Louisville athletic director Tom Jurich following a 12-19 season in 2000-01.
•See CARDINALS, 7A

AP

Louisville coach Denny Crum begins
to celebrate the 88-77 victory over LSU
in the NCAA semifinals in this 1986
photo. Wednesday Crum will be honored when the Cardinals rename the
Freedom Hall floor Denny Crum Court.
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Stan Report
Two Murray State basketElizabethtown 71, South Laurel 60
Monday's scores
ball players earned Ohio ValGallatin Co 53. rnmbre Co 48. 20T
By The Associated Press
Garrard Co 59, East Jessamine 49
PREP BASKETBALL
ley Conference honors for
GraySOn Co 75 WhrtesviSe Trinity 43
Basketball
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last
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Caldwell Co 81 Fort Campbell 78
Harnson Go 54, Pendleton Co 31
On the men's side, guard
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Christian Go 88 Lyon Co 30
Bruce Carter earned the OVC
38
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Pike Co Central 58, Phelps 37
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AWARD WINNERS: Members of the Murray High Lady Tiger soccer team were
Raceiand 56 Fairview 38
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Rockcastle Co 61 Madison Central 47
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recognized fur their accomplishments during the 2006 season at a recent banquet_
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
Or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Notice
nursing
Progressive
management
home
seeks
company
Tennessee licensed (or
license eligible) administrator for Puryear,
facility.
Tennessee
Existing facility is being
replaced with new,
modern senior housing
ground
campus
broken.
already
Excellent pay and benefits including health,
dental and 401(k) availfax
Please
able.
resume to: (636) 5364533 or send to: Arbor
Health Care, 1795
Clarkson Road, Suite
200, Chesterfield, MO
63017. EOE

Spring Creek Health Care
.■••••••••••• SKILLED NURSING & REHAB CENTER

an 28:

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

.
ELLA.

PUBLIC STATEMENT OF NON-DISCRIMINATION
Spring Creek health Care consists of '226 beds at 1401 S. 16`" Street, Murray.
Kentucky 4io7 I. Spring Creek health Care is a recipient of federal and state
financial assistance from the Department of Health and Human tiers ices, and is
subject to the provisions of Title VI of the Cis ii Rights Acts of 196 t.; Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 197:i; and the Age Distrimination Act of 1975 and
the rides anti regulations of the US. Department of I lealth and !finnan Services,
which provide that no person in the United States on the basis of race, color,
national origin, handicap, or age shall be excluded front participation in.

NUTRITION/WEIGHT
management consultant. Knowledge preferred. Training provided. Contact Sandy
ext.
800-211-1202
8570

admission or access to, denied the benefits of, or °therm ise be subjected to
policy
fiscriittsniuiuis under any of the facility's programs or activities. It is the
of Spring Creek Ikaith Care to admit, assign room accommodations and serse
residents equally. All sers ices and facilities of Spring Creek Health Care used
routinely by all persons are administered in this manner. All parties making
refer'als to idler fat ilities, or recommendations for other services made by our
facilities are also made with adherence to the privacy act. Any questions or
AP
watch

day at

Home Administrator at .27o-767-.16tAi t ir t'.5.[apartment of I lealth and Human
lervices, I lealt h Care Finaming Administration, ri.u.-; Security Blvd., Baltimore,
Maryland
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The Cunningham and Dacusfamilv
of Dukedom. TN would like to show
our appreciation to the person who
paid for our dinner at Cracker
Barrel in Murray on Wednesday,
January 31. We were celebrating
Joe Dacus.' upcoming deployment
to Iraq and the 75th birthday of
Alpha Stover Cunningham.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and compa:pies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil4y whatsoever for their
*thirties.

Lost and Found
FOUND Black male
-cocker Spaniel. white
:chest. very Mendly. not
'neutered. Lynn Grove
area. 227-2589
tOST coon dog. White
with brown spots and
4ers. Awing red col)er Missing hind leg.
Name
'Family pet
Molly Lost in Arno &
Dexter Bottom area.
:759-8281. 978-2701

LOST Female black
ab weanng collar
salty dog'. Wells blvd
759-4677 978-2651
060
Help barred
Home
ALLIED
Capital
Mortgage
Corporation is growing We are seeking an
loan
experienced
processor Salary plus
Please
commission
mail resume with salary
history and employment references to
Manager. PO Box
KY
Murray.
287.
42071 EOE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Certified
Nursing Assistants
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Bntlhaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
The Place to
Start

Murray

Ledger 8. Times

DELIVERY person
needed Apply in person Carpet World
13395 Hwy 641 North,
lust south of Hazel
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you!
Apply at:
Martial Arts Amenca
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour cnsis intervention.
and weekly in home
support Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.
FT billing clerk for
medical office.
Coding/billing experience required. Send
resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-E. Murray, KY
42071.
FULL time Dental
Hygienist needed for
busy office. Send
Resumes and references to P.O. Box
1040-J, Murray, KY
42071
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
MAINTENANCE
Technician
National student housing property is now
seeking a F/T maintetechnician.
nance
Responsibilities
include but are not limited to repairs, general
upkeep and lamtorial
services Competitive
package
benefits
included Pre-employment drug and backscreening
ground
Equal
required.
Opportunity Employer
to
resumes
Send
Murray0placeproperties.corn

51sotv 7,1.4-1. loved (meek tiwie—rs c...~

SALES
PEOPLE
WANTED
No Overnight Travel
Salary - Bonuses
Insurance & More
Come Join The
Fastest Growing
Company Of Its
Kind In Western
Kentucky.
Fax resume to
Paducah Office.

1.4,a. 0.44- 1
444cooli,
4

IP

(no more than 25 words)

(;) Peadline for receipt
of photos love
ea lines is Wednesday,
'T February 7 at 5PM.

Y

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive
EOE

sERvALL
Termite & Pest Control
Seeking a person for the Sales
Department. Experience in pest
control industry a plus but not
required Applicant needs to be
energetic. outgoing. and at least 18
years of age. There are competitive
wages, benefits, and insurance.
Apply in person at
1604 State Route 121 North, Murray.

CLEANING is what we
do. Residential or businesses. References
available. Call the sis
731-498-6404,
ters
270-226-9565
D's cleaning services
753-3802
FUN, loving nanny
needed for one year
old. Noon to five.
Tuesday and Thursday.
In our home only.
436-2799 for interview.

FLOWER shop inventory & fixtures_
Everything from silks
to walk-in cooler.
Serious inquines call
270-293-9294

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs,
759.3556
140
West to Ekry
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Ledger & Times
1001 WhitneII Ave

PURCHASE FORD
is seeking 2 success oriented individuals who want to be part of a winning
team. Sales experience preferred, but
will train if you have the right skills.
earn

Call for an appointment —
serious inquiries only!
(Ask for Al or Ron

(270) 247-9300

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions,
HD
Plasma, LCD, DLP. &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba. Sony. LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
Pictorial History
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
PLAYSTATION 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Pnces! 753-0530
TICKETS to National
Farm Machinery Show
tractor pull in Louisville.
KY. 2 tickets for
Wednesday, Thursday
and Saturday afternoon. 436-2108

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
Paid $6,700
489-2145

SOUTH Hazel. TN
14x80 3BR 2BA
492-8526

1995 16x80 3BR 2BA
moved
be
Must
$16.000 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes 011 lots, movein ready, Almo area.
(1) 60x28 ft. doublewide. (1) 76x16 singlewide. Call (270)
293-5914

Lob For %di
$110 per month Newer
homes only 492-8488

2BR in Stella with
carport.
attached
washer dryer, stove
refrigerator and sofa
bed Call 753-9441 or
210-8464
2BR on 1/2 acre
fenced in lot. 3-1/2
town.
from
miles
$11,500. 753-6012
MUST sell! 16x80 on 1
acre lot. Will do land
contract. Call
270-227-4810
NEW models are here!
All 2006 models must
gol! Get a great deal on
your new home toclae
731-584-9109
Year's
NEW
Celebration!! 3BR 25A
SW fireplace, pantry.
dishwasher & much
more with payments
under $350 w.a.c.II
731-584-4926
YOUR tax refund gets
you in your new
home, New & preto
models
owned
choose from!!
731-584-9429
Noma For Rant

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

WARD ELKINS

(270 753-1713
92 Cougar. V-8. tach,
sun-roof new transmission. A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO.
Washer 753-4109

The Murray

ALL

Articles
For Sale

For sale or rent '96
16)/1480 on 6/10 acre,
rent
$450/month
Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1BR 1BA 1-1/2 blocks
from MSU. $195 plus
pets.
No
deposit.
References required,
759-0632 after 5.
1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex. nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Vanous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex. 1304
$400
Valleywood.
month. 759-9920 or
293-1446
2BR near MSU, CM/A.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

On the Square Murray

Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
•Minimal Hours •Monthly Pay
Must have own automobile good driving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application of

my Valentine. my nephew Noah
Love.
Uncle Christopher

150

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WASTE oil wanted:
Drum exchange.
Miller D. Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

No phone calls. please.

To

Mail information, payment. and sender's name and phone number to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray
between 7:30 a.M'. and 5:00 p.m. Contact Jill or Julie at (270)753-1916 for more information.

C.N.A.

Excellent opportunity to
$50.000+ a year plus benefits.

44 uk>,..e..
1
8/

LOVELINE - $10 EACH

MSU masters student
offering house, pet,
and babysitting and
tudonng
(217)821-6528

. . • . • NE

fOvt,

(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

Full-time. 6AM-2PM,good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at:

PLEA

?el-t-s44't.1

opeciere

PICTURES - $12 EACH

CLEANING houses is
Call
my --business
Linda H. 759-9553

1-270-415-4406

piesc-sel
Ot

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position: Part-time RN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

concerns regarding the policies,and/or operations of Spring Creek Health Care
may contact Sandra J. Dick, Vice President 1:1-C Di% ision, licensed Nursing

Hip barred

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

NURSING HOME
ADMINISTRATOR

010

010

010

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
ENCLOSED trailer.
7x14. ramp door
$.3,750 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system,
Satellite
Amenca's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19 99/mo, Get your
HBO.
of
choice
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

WHIRLPOOL glass top
electnc range White
condition
excellent
Accubake oven and
simmer element 6
years old Clean and
ready to go $350
753-0231

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
•

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Provincial
FRENCH
dining set table, six
chairs, china cabinet,
side server. $600 Oak
kitchen set table, six
chairs, hutch, side
server. $450 36" Sony
flatscreen, $400
753-5310

FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a rick delivered
436-2619

ENTINE
rirroegatoroc,LLC
One and two bedroom apartments available
All appliances furnished. Water. sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS'

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com

CLASSIFIEDS
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%lumpy Ledger & Times..
dor

Clewed

glasies For Reel
[
LIKE new, iBR apt al
appliances Brooklyn
Dr 270 435 4382 or
leave message

WANTED
HUNTING LAND
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Really
12701978-1172

BUILDING For Sale
2297 Stale Route 94
East 1-1/2 miles from
downtown
2 388
square feet. 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches Cali
753-5856. cell
293-7127

LIVE Oak Apts
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
tor qualified applicants
Office hours 8-7
Mon F ri
Call today for 44/01,I

3B1t IBA 1626 Miller
Ave $92000
767-9852 or 753-2556

Prop. For Rant

I-SBO
4 BR 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

FIJI F ICE or retail space
,aliabie Prior., Oni
d.
or 753 2905
293 1480
PROF E SSIONA
Ace located ,.•

Menl

753-8221
NICE one-bedrooe,
apartment $275 00
plus utilities. energy
effluent walking dis
lance to university 400
ejutfi 161. •itistairs

IMM DIATIE
13E13.1 RIFI
11

Call 761-4558,
ask for Kristin.

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
rooting,
additions
decks, floor repair
covenngs, siding
-FREE ESTIMATES'
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson0wk net

JOE'S JOBS

SEMI-RETIRED car
penter. Small tobs wet
corned R L Woods
753-9440

ssiqk

" is
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4

11‘1 I's

‘slf
\1

M \\
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roots,
decks
293-5438

hi ‘1.
\cla
& scr
I It A.

weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

r1492.

•

'
7-0664

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
-Carpets .Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal •Ouick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827

ROOF
LEAKING?
Call a

professional

435-4645

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
,,urces reliable, but
accuracies do OCCUL
Headers using this
information do so at.
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil;
ity whatsoever for their
activities.

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve

Please No Phone Calls

FREE fresh made hog
lard 227-2162
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your payments
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'Use 1 1 Z

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work IL Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile
293-9340
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
'amp grinding. fire,r)ocl Insured
•89-2839
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L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leal mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Sattsfaction guaranteed

2711-43h-5.19h
2711-293-6906
1.,

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

Call 753-1816
or T/7-41611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

'All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853 1

AFFORDABLE
itime Repair
to

WANTED HOUSES WITH LAND

leaking hoofs
1ce it, it all
Avg t. rillins

I currently have 3 clients wishing to
:'i.rchase a small farm If you have a
• ,imp in Calloway County with 5 acres
:1 more and are wishing to sell please
all

Judy

Photo provided

OUTSTANDING STUDENTS: Murray Middle School fourth and fifth grade students chosen for the month of January have
been released by pnncipal, Lou Carter. "Teachers turn in the names of students for the character word of the month" said
Carter The January character trait was optimism. Pictured, are, front row, Blake Greer, Nicholas Alexander, Sarah
Thompson. Sarah Whitney, middle row. Cannon Clere, Brennan Miller, James Holland, Seth Svebakken: and back row.
Chaney Curd, Louis Walker and Tiffany Parham.
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partner, though stern has many
about someone s intentions, as even in the face of unpredictabilsuggestions. Tonight. A must
ity you come out smelling like a
you find this person nearly too
show
rose. A work-related matter could
a
New opportunities head your compliant Deal carefully with
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
take a surpnsing twist, though
or new acquainfriend
quirky
av this year. Sometimes all
Take in a different view
you are not nearly at the end of
tance Tonight Know when to
you need to do is think about
and don't get stuck in rigid or
the story. Tonight: Love the
put your feet up
what you want and it happens
touchy thinking. Your ability to
moment.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
with your **** Easy does it with a child
Se spec ial Care
turn a situation around comes
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** You might need to pull back forward. Surprise seems second
!mance,. as you pull the wild
or loved one Though you might
nature. Though an associate has
situation
assess the
Jul You never know what Is
feel as if nothing can stop you. and
difficulty understanding, he will.
Sometimes too much is happenothers might not have the same
happening of which way a nsk
Tonight: Discussions lead to a
you
Though
for
taste.
ing
your
Check
attitude
devil-may-care
your
marks
'u Id fit p Stability
new path.
over any creative project Yes. might see a situation quite differ-relationships
ently, like a flash of lightning, PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
ideas might be that good, but
10111C(1111es NO4.1 get bored, hut
your perspective can change. *** You do the unexpected.
double-checking or brainstormniitt ir long' Learn to detach and
Open up to new possibilities anct;
Tonight Vanish with a special
ing won't hurt Tonight Kick up
orhierstarki where others are
stabilize a situation Instincts'
person
your heels
It you are single. CANCER (June 21-July 22)
rtiitttg trom
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. work You might not want to vercsiitiC describes a new person
balize what you are thinking, but
21)
*** A partnership plays a
ho strolls into your lite You
**** You might want to focus simply act on it. Secrets need to
major role in creating stability
be kept just that Tonight: Work
on the big picture and not the
will change your perspective
and happiness Knowing when
with a partner or dear friend.
details_ If you flow with a situato pull back can make a big difand 'elating sty le. If you are
tion, you could be surpnsed by
attached. a new energy infuses ference Reevaluate a decision
BORN TODAY
what emerges Much happens
carefully. especially in the face of
your bond Allow- your sweetie
Comedian Chris Rock (1966).
easily If you want to move on or
the
with
Work
news
unexpected
to nurse as slowly as need be.
try something different. do. author Sinclair Lewis (1 885-)".
moment Tonight Rest up
1.IBRA helps you see someone
author Charles Dickens (1812)
Tonight Find your pals.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
else's perspective
•**
***** Stability and opportu- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
nity surround the happy Lion, as **** You have a way of makThe Stars Show the Kind of long as you can deal with the ing waves and opening doors. Internet at http://www.jacqueHave: 5-Dyrtanuc. unexpected and uproar A part- Right now a surpnse piece of linebigar.com.
Day
4-Po.iti‘c. 5-Average: 2-So-so: ner, though well-intended, bnngs information comes your way. (c) 2007 by King Features.
Syndicate Inc.
Allow greater give-and-take A
excitement and change Enjoy
I Diffitult
good communication Tonight
Laugh rather than become
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
**** Use the am for people- uptight
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
related projects Others seem to
*** Express your attitude
work with you, as if they are part
about those you care about
'-)f your team You don't want to
miss hitting a home run New Sometimes people don't get your
Commission Rate
warmth because of the natural
neg:nnings will come out of the
aloofness of your sign Get
When Selling Your Home!
r ,lue if you are willing to defer
ready for the unexpected You
fonight A sudden insight about
certainly cannot predict others,
a loved one
Tonight Buy a card or token of
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
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*** Step up to the plate, you
have much to do and accomplish You might not be sure

436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree

affection
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Flags draped on caskets are
to be treated with respect
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LookingBack
" II years ago
Published is a picture of Tom
Buchanan, interim superintendent
of the Calloway County Schools,
as he began his duties Feb. 3 at
the board office on College Farm
Road. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Katie McNeary, senior at Murray High School, placed first in
elttemporaneous speaking at the
Barkley Forum Invitational Speech
Tournament at Emory University,
Atlanta, Ga.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 57-53 and Lady Lakers won 73-46 over teams from
Fulton City in basketball games.
High scorers for Murray were
David Greene and Kiki Cunninghana.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers won 61-36 over Mayfield
Lady Cardinals in a basketball
game. Jeanne Maddox was high
Scorer for Murray.
20 years ago
Murray-Calloway Economic
Development Corporation has
awarded a contract to Adams Construction Company of Murray to
build a speculative industrial building at the industrial park, located on US 641 North.
hi high school basketball games
Calloway Lakers lost 59-489 and
Lady Lakers lost 61-34 to teams
from Marshall County Marshals.
High scorers were Terry Birdsong
and Anderson for the Lakers and
Mitch Cothran and Johnston for
the Marshals.
Births reported include a boy
tO John and Jennifer Stephens,
l!eb. 2; a girl to Bonnie and
Anthony Harrell and a boy to
Georgia and Herbert Miller, Feb.
3.
Mr. and Mrs. S.E. Duncan were
married for 66 years on Jan. 20.
30 years ago
Donna Smith was crowned as

homecoming queen at Calloway
County High School. Her attendants were Tammy Feltner, Cindy
DEAR ABBY: You advised
Williams, Leslie Wilfred, Paulette
Wondering in Concord. N.H."
Hooks and Susie Imes. At the
basketball game, Calloway Lak- (Dec. 29) that "as long as the
flag is treated with respect -ers won 95-41 over Farmington.
taken down at night, and not
High team scorers were Olive for
allowed to become tattered and
Calloway and Crawford for Farmfaded because of exposure to
111101A1
Murray High School tigers lost
the elements -- it would be a
73-74 to Christian County Colonels
loving tribin a basketball game with Perry
ute to (her)
high scorer for Murray.
friend if it
Comedian Jerry Clower presentdiswere
ed a show at the West Kentucky
played."
Livestock and Exposition Center
Although
on Feb. 3. He held a press conI could not
ference at Holiday Inn prior to
find it in any
the show.
flag etiquette
40 years ago
site, it is cusPublished is a picture of Murtomary that
ray Rescue Squad members gathered at the shore of Blood River
a flag used
after recovering the bodies of the
on a casket
By Abigail
two men who drowned Feb.4 about
never
be
Van Buren
1 p.m. They are Jessie Koon, 35,
unfolded. It
and Joe Beher, 48, both of New
was folded and presented as an
Madrid, Mo.
deceased
the
to
honor
Births reported include a boy
soldier/Marine and should be
to Frankie and Helen Colson, Jan.
unfolded only by God. This is
30.
In high school basketball games, a sentimental tradition, not a
rule or law.
Calloway Lakers won 91-77 over
My husband has the flag
Caldwell County Tigers with Stan
that draped his brother's casKey high scorer for the Lakers:
Murray Tigers lost 82-66 to Sedalia
ket. He would probably kill
Lions with Vic Dunn high scorbefore he would let someone
er for the Tigers.
unfold it. -- DAWN IN HAMP50 years ago
TON, ILL.
Published are a story and picDEAR DAWN: If I was
tures about The Paradise Friendincorrect in my reply, thank
ly Home, located at Tri-City. The
you for correcting me. Howevstory and photos were Staff Writer
you are not the only reader,
and Photographer Jim Dumas.
er who wanted to weigh in on
Murray State College has
this subject, and the suggesreported an enrollment of 1,976
tions I have received are varstudents for the spring semester.
ied. Read on:
Dr. James Hart has been named
a director of the Bank of MurDEAR ABBY: I belong to
ray, according to George Hart, presthree veterans organizations.
ident of the bank.
Most veteran posts, American
Legion, AMVETS, Disabled
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 6, the
37th day of 2007. There are 328
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 6, 1911, Ronald Wilson Reagan. the 40th president of
the United States, was born in
Tampico, IU.
On this date:
In 1756, America's third vice
president, Aaron Burr, was born
in Newark, N.J.
In 1778, the U.S won official
ES Itik Et

El t_

; ma n'y
, must

recognition from France with the
signing of manes in Pans.
In 1788. Massachusetts became
the sixth state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1899, a peace treaty between
the United States and Spain was
ratified by the U.S. Senate.
In 1933, the 20th Amendment
to the Constitution, the so-called
"lame duck" amendment, was proclaimed in effect by Secretary of
State Henry Stimson.
In 1952. Britain's King George

VI died; he was succeeded as
reigning monarch by his daughter, Elizabeth 11.
In 1959, the United States successfully test-fired for the first
time a Titan intercontinental ballistic missile from Cape Canaveral.
In 1987, Wall Street Journal
reporter Gerald Seib was released
after being detained six days by
Iran. accused of being a spy for
Israel; Iran said the detention was
a result of misunderstandings.
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Amencan Veterans and VeterATIS of Foreign Wars will take
a memorial flag and either fly
it or dispose of it properly. -ROBERT O., RICE LAKE, WIS.
DEAR ABBY: A better
answer to "Wondering" would
be to buy a triangular display
case and place the very important gift of the American flag
from the friend on the mantel
or a table in his/her home.
What a topic of conversation
it would become in memory of
a dear friend. -- RESPECTFUL
IN OHIO
DEAR ABBY: "Wondering"
could, if she so desires, donate
the flag to a military cemetery.
In Battle Creek, Mich., we have
Fort Custer, a veterans cemetery, and I donated the flag
given to me at my grandfather's funeral to it. There is an
"Avenue of Flags" as you enter
the cemetery, and it's a very moving sight to see all these flags
flying in the breeze, knowing
that people gave their lives for
them. -- SANDY E., KALAMAZOO, MICH.
DEAR ABBY: After my
father died, my mother donated his flag to a local memorial cemetery. Every Memorial
Day the flags are brought out.
pressed. and hung on flagpoles
lining the driveways and walkways.
Friends, family and the community are invited to a memorial service for all of our fallen men and women. Some come
alone; others have family gatherings under the flags.
My father's flag has flown
every Memorial Day for the
last 23 years. It's a great way
to pay tribute and very reassuring to know his flag is being
cared for properly. -- VETERAN'S DAUGHTER IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: As someone
who is currently in the military and deeply rooted in its
culture. I have to disagree with
your answer to "Wondering in
Concord, N.H."
Flags given at a memonal
service signify something that
goes above and beyond the
meaning of an ordinary flag.
It is not uncommon, and usually considered a special tribute, for them to be flown for
a day over special locations in
memory of that individual.
However, it is not appropriate for memorial flags to be
used in a daily capacity. and
certainly should not be flown
over the house of someone who.
in all likelihood, didn't know
the person. That would be like
using _ someone's tombstone
because you needed a big rock
for something.
Although the flag itself is
just cloth, it symbolizes that
the individual made a huge sacrifice of him- or herself that
everyone in this country benefits from. If all they need is a
flag, I will gladly buy them
one in exchange for the honor
of caring for the flag of a fallen brother. -- DEVLIN B.,
SNEADS FERRY, N.C.

Which cholesterol
medicine is best?
DEAR DR. GOTt: In
March, I was on Zocor and
had a cholesterol test with the
following figures: cholesterol
190, HDL 64, LDL 108 and
tnglycerides 90.
Since my doctor wasn't
happy with
these
results,
probably
because of
the LDL, he
changed me
to Vytorin
10/20, and I
had another
six
test
weeks later.
Those
By
Dr. Peter Gott results were
cholesterol
167, HDL 56, LDL 86 and
triglycerides 125. The triglycerides of 125 concern me.
What is your opinion on which
medication is better for me'1
am a 75-year-old female.
I also take Aciphex and Miacalcin. I do not have high
blood pressure, and I walk
every day for 30 minutes, so
I am moderately active.
DEAR READER: Your
cholesterol and triglyceride levels are normal. I can't comment on your doctor's dissatisfaction with your numbers.
I believe that either drug would
be appropriate because the general pattern of blood fats seems
to be acceptable.
To give you related information, 1 am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167. Wickliffe, OH 44092.

Dr. Gott

Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I saw
your column in the paper awhile
back on three new drugs for
psoriasis. Lestoil didn't work
for me, but what does help
control the plaque buildup on .
my hands is — yes, you guessed
it — Vicks VapoRub! I know
someone else who gets relief
from it as well. It's not a cure,
of course, but after about three
days of use, it greatly reduced
the scaling on my hands and
is as good as any of the prescriptions given by my dermatologist. I do wish someone come up with some drugs
to treat this that don't have
so many awful side effects on
other parts of the body. I just
won't go on them out of concern of becoming sicker or
creating damage to other parts
of my body. It is on my hands,
feet and ankles and can be so
debilitating at times. My insurance company won't authorize the new drugs unless the
current ones are tried and have
failed. I feel their side effects
are just too hazardous at this
stage, and the newer drugs
you mentioned are so expensive — over $10,000 for a
course of treatment that's not
even a cure!
What are they thinking?
Who can afford that?
DEAR READER: Thanks
for the Vicks VapoRub tip.
Other readers have written
praising this treatment, but the
results do vary, so I can't give
total approval. However, if it
works for you, continue. Vicks
is safe, easy and inexpensive.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Eczema and Psoriasis."

ContractBridge
North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•K 8 4
117 3
•K 6
•K QJ 92
EAST
WEST
•9 7 2
•IQ 6 3
VA
•Kt0954
+9742
•() 108
4.8 5 4 3
•A7
SOUTH
•A Q 5
Q86 2
•Al 5 3
+106
The bidding:
South West
East
North
Pass
I•
Pass
I,
Pass
2 NT
Pass
IC
3 NI
Opening lead— use of hearts.
Assume you're West and lead a
heart against three notnunp. East
plays the ace and returns the jack,
which wins, and then shifts to a diamond. You cover South's jack with
the queen, taken by dummy's king,
anddeclarerthenforcesmayourace
of clubs. If you now cash the king of
hearts. South makes three notnimp;
if you don't, he makes four notrump.
Too late you realize that if you
had overtaken partner's jack of
hearts with thc king and returned the
ten, South would have gone down

one. The question that arises, therefore, is whether you should have
made that play, aware that in the
process you w ould establish
declarer's queen as a trick that he
could not otherwise get.
The answer is yes. For his twonotrump bid. South is virtually certain to have the A-Q of spades and
ace ofdiamonds, as well as the queen
of hearts he is already known to hold
by virtue of East's jack return.
However, this translates unto only
six tricks for declarer. Even if you
give him a free heart trick by overtaking East's jack, he won't have
enough tricks to make three notrump
without establishing dummy's clubs.
By overtaking the heart jack at truck
two, you can thus ensure getting four
heart tricks and a club before South
can score nine trucks — and who
could ask for anything more?
It is true that if East started with
the A-J-x of hearts, co ertaking the
jack would cost you a trick and
maybe make you feel a but foolish.
But your pr mary duty as a defender
is to beat the contract, and that consideration always supersedes the
question of whether declarer goes
down one or two.
Since one way you're certain to
defeat the contract, while the other
way you might or might not defeat it.
overtaking the jack of hearts with the
king at truck two is clearly the correct
play.
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1 Stop signal
4 Caspian Sea
tributary
8 Ancient cosmetic
12 UK pad
13 "— Lisa"
14 Wind instrument
15 Domino dot
16 Kiln locales
18 Overlooks
maybe
20 Attendee's
shout
21 West Coast Si
22 Miff
23 Rock-concert
gear
27 Squishy
29 Lehrer or Carey
30 Kind of thief
31 Nile sun god
32 Weight unit
33 Home-heating
fuel
34 Cheyenne's St
35 P ospector's

test
37 Meadow sound
38 %Nth pontons
39 Bushel fraction
40 Elegant acceswry
41 Wood chopper
42 Scraped by
44 English racetrack
47 Most la-di-da
51 Gotcha
52 BMW nval
53 Envelope sealer
54 Tire support
55 In shape
56 Cable sports
channel
57 Single digit
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TELEVISION / NEWS

411 • I uesday, Februan 6, Mr

'Roundabout Murray' to
feature mayor,judge-exec.
to the Ledger
1 his iikeek -Roundabout

Roundabout Murray is a weekly 30-minute
video magazine of Murray State University that
brings the community up-to-date with area events.
week Roundabout Murray exhibits the
Every
accomplishments of the community with guests
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